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infotip 8 – i4Query Field Level Security  
 
An important control in managing data security is sometimes restricting specific users’ access to 
certain fields or records data values.  For example in the payroll you may not wish to allow employees 
to see pay rates but wish them to have access to other details such as home phone numbers for 
scheduling and managing staff availability, or see the hours worked by employee but not pay rates.  In 
the inventory you may wish to allow access to quantity movements but restrict access to sales and cost 
of goods sold fields.  In these examples you are restricting user access to specific fields. 
 
Other examples may be in a larger company you wish staff to only see specific branches in the 
general ledger or only certain ranges of GL accounts; or in a warehousing environment for customers 
to see their stock movements only.  In these examples, you are restricting access to records, based on 
the value of one or more fields in each record i.e. only access GL transactions for specific branches; 
only access WMS records for a specific debtor code. 
 
infoware's i4Query from version 5.06.30 onwards supports restrictions both on data fields and records 
data values.  This is controlled by your system administrator.  A specific design feature is that it is 
secure – this management is performed within the infoware environment and cannot be manipulated 
by any URL flags or any settings within the i4Query application itself i.e. if you have restricted access 
to the user's field, it doesn't matter what they do (except for logging in as another user with their 
password!) they cannot perform any tricks to have access to that field such as pay rate or cost of 
goods sold.  Similarly, if you have restricted the user to a specific branch or in a WMS environment to 
a specific debtor code then that is all that they will see within the i4Query application.  This neatly 
rounds off the i4Query application for potential access by third parties such as customers or suppliers 
to restricted data ranges of the infoware database but retaining confidence in the security of your data. 
 
Example of access to the Pay Rate field in Employee Maintenance: 
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The following user does not have access to the Pay Rate field – it’s not even visible on screen: 
 

 
 
 
Even if a user has previously had access to a field, and selected this field in a previous i4Query, the 
next time they run the i4Query the field is no longer available to them and will automatically drop off 
the query definition and result. 

 
Due to the sensitive nature of this information the documentation is not published on our website, but 
is available for your system administrator.  If you are the system administrator and require the above 
documentation for restricting field access or record access based on field values then email 
support@satsof.com.au. 
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